FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MyScienceWork to index award winning Open Access scholarly publisher Frontiers

July 5th 2021, Paris, France – Research management tech provider MyScienceWork (MSW) is pleased to announce Frontiers research articles are now indexed in the MyScienceWork platform.

Effective from June 2021, this partnership will enhance the research experience for academics, granting unrestricted access to an additional 200,000 rigorously certified research articles across 103 journals, spanning 866 academic disciplines to be read, cited and built upon.

“Open Access and Open Science remains an important priority at MyScienceWork,” said Yann Mahé, Managing Director of MSW. “Building on our mission to accelerate research and democratise science, this partnership with Frontiers is another meaningful step in our commitment to Open Access across both Europe and globally.”

Dr. Fred Fenter, Chief Executive Editor of Frontiers, said: "Today’s news about our agreement with MyScienceWork, the first global repository in France to have partnered with us, is welcome. The repository has been instrumental in using technology to disseminate Open Access research for more than a decade, and this agreement is an important part of our ongoing commitment to making all science open. We look forward to the additional visibility and impact the partnership will bring to Frontiers’ community of contributors and their research in the years ahead.”

As the demand for open access publishing continues to grow globally, Frontiers joins renowned partners already indexed on MyScienceWork platform including the names of Springer Nature, Karger, De Gruyter, Annual Reviews, EDP Science, Cairn amongst others.

About MyScienceWork
The MyScienceWork scientific database is a free to use platform to share and look up academic papers, researchers and track research and research interests of academics. Hosting an average of a million visitors per month, the platform is a one-stop-source, open to undergraduates, post-graduates, researchers, PhD candidates, academic professionals and anyone from academia. Today, MSW indexes multiple sources representing over 90M articles and 12M patents, covering all scientific disciplines across all countries.
About Frontiers

Frontiers is an award-winning Open Science platform and leading Open Access scholarly publisher of peer-reviewed scientific journals currently active in science, technology, and medicine.

Since their inauguration in 2007, Frontiers has published over 200,000 peer reviewed research articles by leading academics across 866 academic disciplines with over a billion views and downloads. The Publisher’s mission is to make research results openly available to the world, thereby accelerating scientific and technological innovation, societal progress and economic growth. For more information, visit www.frontiersin.org.
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